PREHISTORIC LIFE:
BACK FROM THE DEAD

LET THE PREHISTORIC ADVENTURE BEGIN ...
Designed to thrill and enlighten children and adults alike, our stunning five-coin Prehistoric Life:
Back from the Dead series brings the magnificent creatures that once roamed Europe back from
extinction.
Developed in collaboration with the Natural History Museum Vienna, where the fossilised remains
of the dinosaurs and early mammals featured on the coins are currently on display, the series
spans the last quarter of a billion years in our planet‘s existence.
From the Triassic to the Quaternary, each Proof quality silver coin highlights evolutionary mile
stones from five geologic periods. Linking these chronologically, all five coins also features a
timeline that gives the series a sense of continuity and guarantees collectors will be keen to
complete this fascinating collection.
A gateway to the fascinating and frightening world of prehistoric monsters, our free augmented
reality App provides in-depth background information and brings the long-extinct creatures back to
life in moving images that are bound to delight coin collectors of all ages.
Downloadable entirely free of charge, our purpose-built augmented reality App is the gateway to
the fascinating and frightening world of prehistoric monsters. By simply pressing its Info button
you can not only discover more detailed scientific information but also see stunning moving images,
in both in skeletal and fleshy form, that bring the dinosaurs featured on the coins back to life before
your eyes. To download and activate the App just follow the simple steps below.
Are you ready? Then let the prehistoric adventure begin …

1. On your smartphone or tablet open our
homepage www.muenzeoesterreich.at/
urzeit/eng and click on the link to download
our free augmented reality App.

2. As soon as the App is fully downloaded
click on it to start the feature.

3. Off we go! Hold the screen of your device
over one of the designated images in
the accompanying documentation to the
series (certificate, info brochure, collector
packaging and series adverts). The coins
themselves do not work as their surface is
too shiny.

Download the
App even faster by
scanning this
QR-Code. QR-Code
readers are available
on the App store

Prehistoric Life
App (Urzeit App)

All images showing
this symbol activate
the augmented
reality App.
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4. The dinosaur will come alive right on your
screen. You can see it in 3D from all angles
but only tilt your device gently, both horizontally and vertically.

5. To see how the dinosaur moves majestically
around the room just give it a tap. But be careful
because it can also roar really loud!

6. To see its skeleton simply press the corresponding button in the field below.

7. To find out about its habits and lifestyle simply
press the Info button to get all the hard facts.
The Exit button takes you straight back to the
Austrian Mint homepage.

We are convinced that you and your customers will enjoy our exciting purpose-built
augmented reality App.

